
Chapter 18
Technology Developments of Micro
Fluid Dispensing

Fudong Li, De Xu, Tianping Zhang and Yuequan Yang

Abstract Micro fluid dispensing technology is widely applied in electronics
packaging, micro electromechanical system assembly, and biotechnology experi-
ments, in which pl or nl amount of fluid materials (such as solder paste, adhesive,
and DNA solution) are delivered controllably for the purpose of conducting,
bonding, sealing, etc. This paper reviewed the latest developments as well as
advantages and limits of three kinds of micro dispensing technology, which are
needle nozzle type, integrated nozzle type and pin transfer type, classified according
to the configuration of the nozzle unit. The measuring methods for the micro
droplets are also briefly introduced in the article. Our work of dispensing less than 3
pl adhesive in an microassembly task is briefly introduced, and the trends and
challenges of micro fluid dispensing are also discussed.

Keywords Micro fluid dispensing ⋅ Needle nozzle ⋅ Integrated nozzle ⋅
Pin transfer

18.1 Introduction

Fluid dispensing technology is widely applied in many fields, such as processes of
die attachment and encapsulation in the electronic packaging industry [1], parts
joint and structure seal in the micro electromechanical system assembly [2],
microinjection and microarray in the biotechnology experiments [3], and so on.
As micro manufacturing is developing at a high speed, the scales of the electronic
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and mechanical devices are dropping dramatically, which induces a growing
demand for nl even pl micro dispensing of adhesives and other polymers [4–6].

There is no fixed criterion for distinction between micro dispensing and tradi-
tional dispensing, but it is generally acknowledged that the micro dispensing dot
diameter is less than 0.25 mm, and the traditional dispensing dot diameter falls
between 0.4 and 1.5 mm [7]. As dimensions shrink down, many traditional ways of
handling the fluid do not work as well as they do at large scale, because the surface
tension and viscous force play much greater roles on micro scale [8].

Traditional fluid dispensing methods are often classified into contact dispensing
and non-contact dispensing according to the dispensing process [9]. Since this
classification method does not show the inner characteristics of different micro
dispensing technologies, in this paper, the existing micro dispensing technologies
are classified into 3 groups according to the nozzle unit configuration, which are
needle nozzle dispensing, integrated nozzle dispensing and pin transfer dispensing,
and this classification method can present a better understanding of the existing
micro dispensing technologies. In the following sections, specific micro dispensing
methods are introduced, and their advantages and disadvantages are discussed as
well, and also, the measuring technologies are briefly introduced.

18.2 Needle Nozzle Dispensing

Traditional needle nozzle dispensing technology is the oldest dispensing form,
which has been developed for many decades, and has the widest range of appli-
cation. Needle nozzle dispensing includes time-pressure dispensing, auger dis-
pensing and piston dispensing, which can also be used for micro dispensing
purposes. An obvious characteristic of this kind of dispensing technology is the
separation of the nozzle and the actuation. This type of configuration makes it very
suitable for some delicate manipulations, since the nozzle is simply a leading tube,
and the diameter of the nozzle can be fabricated to as small as 0.5 μm. The needle is
a precise locating device for the micro droplets, so the location of the droplets can
be manipulated in a highly precise way. These advantages make needle nozzle
dispensing technology very suitable for biotechnology, such as cell injection, gene
transfer, drug delivery, etc. But it is a time consuming process using needle nozzle
equipment to dispense micro fluids, so, it is not very promising in the microchip
assembly, which needs to be time effective. Needle nozzle dispensing is suitable for
some experiments, especially for the pioneering experiments, which may need pl
scale volume, while efficiency is less important.

The typical structure of the needle nozzle dispensing is illustrated in Fig. 18.1.
The needle nozzle micro dispensing device has the same configuration with the

traditional one [10], which always includes a syringe, a needle, and driving com-
ponent (piston, auger, or just air pressure). Changes from traditional dispensing to
micro dispensing for the needle nozzle type are the smaller diameter of the needle
and higher resolution of the actuation. Such changes may not affect the structure of
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the equipment in a large scale, but they surely do for the characteristics of the
dispensing process, especially for the fluidic behavior of the dispensed micro fluid.
Many factors that are neglected in the modeling on large scale, have to be recon-
sidered, or some approximations in the equations have to be modified [11–14]. This
makes the modeling of the micro dispensing process a very difficult issue. And
reproducibility is much more difficult to maintain on micro scale, since a slight
change in the droplet volume will cause a large deviation percentage.

The actuation for simple nozzle type can be various, like time-pressure, rota-
tional screw [15], piston and so on. It is an interesting phenomenon that the above
mentioned actuation types are mostly contact dispensing. That is because the fluid
to be dispensed is usually connected with the rest of the fluid in the syringe, and in
micro scale, the gravity or the inertial energy of the droplet are not adequate to
break the droplet from the rest of the fluid in the needle or syringe since the mass of
the micro droplet is too small. The breaking energy usually comes from the contact
force when the droplet is in contact with substrate. So in most cases, needle nozzle
dispensing is the contact dispensing.

In [16], researchers in Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory uses Femtojet
(Eppendorf’s micro-injector) and a 10 μm polymide needle tip successfully con-
troled the quantity of the dispensed glue to less than 0.5 ng.

In the field of biology, most cell injection experiments use needle nozzle dis-
pensing method to deliver DNA, protein, drugs, or other materials to the biological
cells [17–21]. In [22], Researchers in the Advanced Micro and Nanosystem Lab-
oratory, University of Toronto, Canada, has realized the automated injection of
individual zebra fish cells using an optical microscope (SZX12, Olympus), a
computer-controlled pico-injector (PLI-100, Harvard Apparatus), and less than
20 μm outer diameter glass needles.

Actuation(air 
pressure,piston,auger,etc.)

syringe

Needle 
nozzle

substrate

fluid

Fig. 18.1 Sketch of the
needle nozzle dispensing
structure
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18.3 Integrated Nozzle Dispensing

Integrated nozzle dispensing is the most promising dispensing technique in the
electronic assembly industry, and the most studied type, because of its many
advantages, which will be elaborated later.

Detailed configurations may vary from example to example, but the main con-
figuration of the integrated nozzle unit mostly stays the same [23–26], which
always consists of an actuator, a membrane plate, a fluid chamber, inlet micro
channels and a nozzle, as is shown in Fig. 18.2.

There are two main factors that greatly affect the efficiency of the dispensing
process for the integrated nozzle type. One is the frequency of the membrane that
activates the fluid in the chamber, the other is the filling speed of the chamber.
These two factors must align with each other to achieve the most ideal dispensing
effect, and either one of them lags behind, the efficiency would be jeopardized.

Various forms of integrated nozzle dispensing technologies have been studied
and developed, like thermal actuation, pneumatic actuation, piezoelectric actuation,
acoustic actuation [27], electrowetting actuation [28], and even hydrogel actuation,
etc. And among these different kinds of actuations, piezoelectric actuation is the
most commonly used type. Here are some lately developments and achievements in
the integrated nozzle dispensing technologies.

de Heij, Chris Steinert from University of Freiburg (Germany) invented a tun-
able and highly-parallel picoliter-dispenser [29], which is based on direct dis-
placement of the liquids using an elastomer stamp to simultaneously actuate up to
96 different dosing channels, at a pitch of 500 μm. The droplet volume could be
tuned from 150 to 720 pl and droplet speed from 0.2 to 2.8 m/s, using printheads
with 50 μm nozzles. Their previous work, a pneumatically actuated printhead with
96 channels at a pitch of 500 μm, was industrialized because of its high throughput
production of microarrays. And the improved technology has more advantages
comparing to the pneumatic actuated type, and it overcomes the disadvantage of not
being able to dispense consistent droplets of fluids with different viscosity.

Hirata and Ishii used buckling diaphragm as activation to dispense micro dro-
plets [30]. Configuration of the equipment is shown in Fig. 18.3a.

Fig. 18.2 General
configuration of the integrated
nozzle
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The ink jet head has four parts, which are a thick silicon substrate, a silicon
dioxide insulator, a nickel heater and a nickel diaphragm. The diaphragm, the
spacer and the nozzle plate form the ink chamber. When the electrode is electrified,
the nickel heater will generate heat and the diaphragm will be heated. Compressive
stress is induced by the heat, which causes the diaphragm to buckle and deflect
toward the nozzle plate. Space of the ink chamber is compressed by the deformed
diaphragm and the pressure in the chamber will arise. An ink droplet will be ejected
through the nozzle under the raised pressure. The developed nozzle head can eject
ink droplets at 1.8 kHz frequency with the velocity up to 8 m/s without any bubbles.
Droplets with the diameter of 65 μm are achieved with this method.

A hydrogel actuated micro dispensing device was developed in
Wisconsin-Madison University [31], whose configuration is shown in Fig. 18.3b.

The device consists of two layers, the top actuation layer, and the bottom
reservoir layer. The principle of the hyrogel actuation is that a 2.0 M phosphate
buffer initiates the volume change of the hydrogel, which expands under basic
conditions and shrinks under acidic conditions. The device can reliably generate a
pressure of 3500 N/m2 with a stroke volume of 32.7 μl.

The advantage of the hydrogel actuation is the simplicity of its constructure, and
the easy manipulation of the device. One limitation of the system is that the
actuating hydrogels are triggered by local changes in pH, requiring buffer to be
injected into the system to expand the hydrogels and dispense the fluid. Such
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Fig. 18.3 Various integrated nozzle: a Schematic view of the ink jet head; b Illustration of the
hydrogel actuated micro dispensing device; c Illustration of the disposable micro dispensing
device; d Digital microdispensor working principle illustration
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limitation impedes the dispensing frequency and affect the dispensing volume
accuracy in a bad way. A new way to actuate the hydrogel would be favorable to
solve this problem, like lights or electricity.

Roxhed, Rydholm, etc. From Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Swe-
den successfully manufactured a disposable micro dispensing device for the pur-
pose of intradermal injections [32]. See Fig. 18.3c.

When the device is heated, the expandable paste expands and the liquid in the
container will be squeezed out. The expansion in this case is irreversible, so there
won’t be any back flow in the process. The device was successfully tested, and it
can dispense liquid of a mean volume of 101 μl with a relative deviation 3.2 %.

The integrated nozzle can even be fabricated into digital microdispensor, one
example is the microdispensor developed by Kang and Cho, which is actuated by
microheater array to dispense volume adjustable droplets [33, 34]. The working
principle of the microdispensor is shown in Fig. 18.3d.

As is shown in Fig. 18.3d when different microheaters are activated, different
volume of droplets will be dispensed. And 15 different droplet volumes are possible
to be dispensed by this equipment.

Integrated nozzle dispensing can act in a very high frequency, which leads to
time effective. And it is usually controlled by a circuit board, which is very easy to
realize and of high stability. Its configuration allows it to integrate a sensor con-
veniently, like a capacitor, to measure the dispensed micro droplet in real time.
These advantages make the integrated nozzle dispensing highly favorable in the
electronic assembly industry.

The disadvantages of the integrated nozzle dispensing comes from its configu-
ration, when the membrane bulks, it won’t cover the whole chamber space, and this
usually leaves some dead space in the chamber [35]. Because of the existence of the
dead space, the accuracy of the dispensed volume will be affected in a bad way. The
maintenance of the integrated nozzle dispensing equipments is more trivial, com-
pared with needle nozzle dispensing.

18.4 Pin Transfer Type

A pin transfer applicator usually includes a number of parallel, vertical pins which
depend from a movable frame. The pins are arranged in an array that correlates to
multiple, space apart locations on the circuit board. In use, the frame is first moved
toward a tray containing liquid to be dispensed, and the ends of the pins are
simultaneously dipped in the liquid and then retracted, causing a small dot of liquid
to adhere to the end of each pin. Next, the frame is moved toward corresponding,
pre-selected locations on the circuit board until simultaneous contact is established
between each dot of solder and the respective location on the circuit board. Finally,
the frame is moved away from the circuit board, whereupon the dots of liquid are
transferred from the pins to the circuit board.
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Pin transfer dispensing method is not as common as the other two types of
dispensing, because of its obvious disadvantages, like difficult to control the
transferred droplet volumes, not consistent when transferring liquids of different
viscosities, the droplet may evaporate during the transferring process. But is a
favorable choice in the electronic assembly process, where time is of very important
role. Besides, the pin can even be fabricated individually, and then assembled on a
frame in a flexible way, which can meet different configuration requirements.

Pin transfer dispensing can be very effective in some specific application, like
delivering solder, or high viscosity liquid, where other dispensing technologies are
very limited in these fields.

In [36], a new set of pin transfer dispensing equipment is developed by V&P
scientific, inc., which improves the performance of pin transfer dispensing in many
ways. First, EDM (Electrical Discharge Machining) is used to cut precise nanoliter
slots in the end of these uniform pins so that the volume transferred can be less
affected by the height of the source well. Second, the pins are treated with
hydrophobic coating to reduce the effect of surface tension of the pin. And also, the
pins are cleaned thoroughly after each transfer in a very effective way, which
involves dipping the pins into different wash reservoir and blotting them after
washing. The carryover can be reduced significantly after cleaning. With these
improvements, the pin transfer tool can deliver between 2 and 200 nl of tested
compound, with the accuracy better than 5 %.

18.5 Micro Droplets Measuring Methods

To evaluate the performance of the micro dispensing methods, a reliable way to
measure the droplets dispensed is a must.

Many highly advanced measuring technologies can be used to determine the
volume of the dispensed micro droplets with some changes, like electron micro-
scopy, X-ray, or high resolution balance. When electron microscopy is used in
measuring the volume of the droplet, the droplet usually needs to be cured and
sprayed with conductive material on its surface. X-ray can also be used for the
measurement of the micro droplet when the liquid needs to infiltrate into the cre-
vices of the component, and the X-ray technology seems the only possible way to
determine the quantity of the liquid that infiltrate into the crevices.

The above mentioned methods can measure very small droplets, but they can’t
be used in on-line monitor. New ways of monitoring the dispensed droplets in real
time has been developed [37–39], like computer vision and the non-contact
capacitive measuring method.

The non-contact capacitive method is a promising way to monitor the volume of
the dispensed droplets in real time. This method is based on the principle that when
the droplet passes through the two spherical shaped parts formed capacitor, the
permittivity of the capacitor will be affected [39]. According to the changes of the
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voltage of the capacitor, the volume of the dispensed micro droplets can be
determined with considerable accuracy. The size of capacitive sensor is very small,
so it can be integrated into the nozzle unit, thus, on-line monitoring can be realized.

18.6 Our Research

We have applied micro dispensing technology in a microassembly task of bonding
a 10 μm glass tube to a 500 μm sphere. The micro sphere has a 12 μm hole on it,
where the glass tube is to be inserted into. Because of the extremely small amount
of the adhesive and the precise positioning of the adhesive spot demanded, we
chose needle nozzle dispensing technology to fulfill the task. A glass needle with
the inner diameter less than 1 μm was used to dispense the adhesive, and an
Eppendof FemtoJet to apply air pressure to the glass dispensing needle. Sutter
Mp-285 was used to control the precise positioning of the dispensing needle. The
exact amount of the adhesive dispensed was achieved by monitoring the diameter of
the adhesive spot using a microsopic camera. Ideal adhesive spots with a good
consistency were achieved in the microassembly task [40].

18.7 Trends and Challenges

Micro dispensing technologies have developed rapidly in the past decades. nl-pl
volume are achieved with considerable accuracy and consistency. Many micro fluid
dispensing are achieved by improving the performance of the traditional dispensing
technologies, others are developed using new technologies and new dispensing
concepts. While integrated nozzle dispensing methods seems very favorable in the
industry production lines, needle nozzle dispensing are indispensible for some
delicate operation in scientific experiments, and pin transfer dispensing is surely an
effective way to deliver solder to the circuit board. Despite the great developments
in micro dispensing, there is a serious problem that impedes the technology from
further developments, modeling the micro dispensing process. Fluidic behavior of
the micro fluid is different from the normal scale fluid, some approximations made
on normal scale fluid modeling would cause great error in micro scale, and some
factors, like surface tension, wetting angle, would play much more important roles
on micro scale. If the precise modeling problem is solved, it will provide very
valuable directions on how to improve the micro dispensing equipments and its
process.
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